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Abstract
The objective of the study is to examine the impact of both the number and types of causes of business failure on
the failure risk as indicated by values of bankruptcy scores during the process of business decline. Causes of
bankruptcy were obtained from court judgments for 70 Estonian manufacturing firms and classified into two
taxonomies–the number of causes and the different types of causes of failure such as internal (different
management deficiencies) or from factors external to the firm. Bankruptcy scores for the first and second
pre-bankruptcy years were calculated using both Ohlson’s model and a local (Grünberg’s) bankruptcy prediction
model. Independent samples median tests were applied to examine, whether different causes are associated with
different failure risk. Findings indicate that multiple causes lead to a significantly higher bankruptcy risk than a
single cause for the year prior to the declaration of bankruptcy. On the contrary, no significant effect of different
types of failure causes was found on the risk of failure. Implications of the results for research and practice are
discussed.
Keywords: firm failure, failure causes, bankruptcy models, failure process, manufacturing firms
1. Introduction
Much of the extensive research on firm failure has focused on failure prediction (e.g., reviews by Dimitras,
Zanakis, & Zopounidis, 1996; Altman & Narayanan, 1997), with other domains such as failure causes and
processes remaining relatively under investigated. Previous empirical studies have mostly used the narrow
definitions of business failure (e.g., see Cochran, 1981), namely bankruptcy, in part, because it facilitates data
collection. Hundreds of bankruptcy prediction studies conducted so far focus on various sectors with
manufacturing firms being among the most prominent sectors researched (e.g. Dimitras et al., 1996). Recently,
most of the innovation in prediction studies has been directed at introducing novel methods for calculating
bankruptcy; however, this has not resulted in improved accuracy in predicting business failure (Constand &
Yazdipour, 2011). Despite the growing literature on business failure prediction, only a few comprehensive
theoretical (e.g. Mellahi & Wilkinson, 2004) and empirical (e.g. Baldwin et al., 1997) studies have focused on
the causes of business failure. There is an even smaller stream of research being conducted on failure processes
(e.g. Argenti, 1976; D’Aveni, 1989; Ooghe & de Prijcker, 2008) that attempt to outline the different stages
leading to firm failure. In an extensive review of the literature Trahms, Ndofor, & Sirmon (2013) have called for
studies integrating firms’ resource use and decline. Moreover, these authors call for using more complex
indicators than merely changes in profitability for measuring decline. The few available studies of this type (see
e.g. Hambrick & D’Aveni, 1988; Moulton, Thomas, & Pruett, 1996) do not apply complex indicators of decline
or the whole spectrum of possible causes of failure. Thus, this current study aims to be the first to relate the
actual causes of failure to a firm’s failure risk and its actual onset as reflected through its bankruptcy scores prior
to failure. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A review of the extant literature is provided to aid in
developing the research hypotheses for the study. This section is followed by a description of the research
methods employed to collect data on the financial and non-financial variables for this study. Then the methods of
data analysis are also described. The findings with discussion are then presented along with implications for
future research and practice.
2. Review of Literature and Hypotheses
Identifying the spectrum of studies on the causes of business failure depends on the definition of the term
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“failure”. The concept of “failure” can vary from the narrow definition of bankruptcy or permanent insolvency to
simply non-achievement of goals (Cochran, 1981; Pretorius, 2009). It should also be noted that not all failed
firms are discontinued and vice versa (Fredland & Morris, 1976). Thus, the choice of “failure” definition is vital
for identifying the relevant literature. In this paper we focus on the narrowest definition of business failure,
namely, bankruptcy.
2.1 Bankruptcy as Failure
Normally, a firm does not go bankrupt instantaneously, but goes through a failure process which varies
considerably in length. It has been shown that large corporate failures are often characterized by a very lengthy
failure process; whereas, for small to medium enterprises (SMEs), it can emerge quickly (e.g., Argenti, 1976;
Hambrick & D’Aveni, 1988; Laitinen, 1991). Bankruptcy has also been viewed as the final stage of the decline
process. According to Weitzel & Jonsson (1989), the firm decline process consists of five stages and successful
reorganization/turnaround is not possible only at the very last stage. Still, the failure process can vary widely
depending on the age, industry, size, and national location for similar firms (Hambrick & D’Aveni, 1988;
Laitinen, 1991; Ooghe & de Prijcker, 2008; Laitinen & Lukason, 2014). This study assumes that some failure
processes will be more gradual than others, and we wish to take this process into account in examining the
relationship between failure causes and the onset of bankruptcy.
Most theoretical studies do not define how to measure decline or the firm’s health during the failure process (e.g.
Argenti, 1976; Weitzel & Jonsson, 1989), but they suggest that various indicators could fit that purpose. Some
previous studies on corporate turnarounds (firms that start to fail but then reverse the decline; e.g. Barker &
Duhaime, 1997) purposefully use single indicators (e.g. different profitability measures) of declining
performance. Still, in the context of such a complex phenomenon as business failure, this would appear to be a
too narrow approach (see e.g. Trahms et al., 2013). Therefore, in most failure prediction studies, a firm’s health
(or failure risk) has been traditionally determined through the use of bankruptcy models, which either provide a
score (e.g. multiple discriminant analysis models) or conditional probability (e.g. logit models) of bankruptcy.
Given the number of bankruptcy models, a wide variation of predictors has been applied (see Dimitras et al.,
1996). Bankruptcy models may also be localized in their predictive ability because of the nature of the business
and the economy in which the firm is located. Thus, when using bankruptcy scores, more than one model should
be applied in order to obtain reliable results (Ooghe & Balcaen, 2007). For the reasons given above, this study
uses bankruptcy as the indicator of business failure.
2.2 Reasons for Business Failure
Some studies (e.g. Hall, 1992) have sought to capture only the most important reason for business failure. Yet,
such an approach is contrary to the assumption that there are usually a multitude of reasons for business failure
(Dubrovski, 2009). While the evidence about what constitutes the most frequent reason for business failure
remains mixed, various empirical studies (e.g. Baldwin et al., 1997) tend to support the theoretical assumption
(e.g. Mellahi & Wilkinson, 2004) that firm failure is rarely caused by only one cause or source.
Since the literature does not specifically outline, how different causes of firm failure contribute to firm decline
(as reflected by bankruptcy score value and its change), research hypotheses must be synthesized based on
available studies. As noted previously, the firm decline process can vary in length and time. Moreover, it is also
important to note that changes in financial ratio values are important predictors at different stages of the firm
failure process (Laitinen, 1993). Past research has demonstrated that, in extreme cases, bankruptcy can emerge
from a single cause, for instance, because of some severe management mistake or external shock (e.g. Mellahi &
Wilkinson, 2004; Crutzen, 2009; Lukason, 2013). Studies have also established that a certain proportion of
failing firms follow a very quick failure process such as the sudden decliners described by D’Aveni (1989) and
the acute failure firms in the Laitinen (1991) study. Thus, due to its rapid emergence, bankruptcy cannot be
forecasted in these cases by using the firms’ annual reports. Previous studies point to the fact that such firms
might have a bankruptcy score value similar to that of a healthy firm just before insolvency emerges, and
therefore, the score’s pre-insolvency change is also not very large. In cases where the failure process starts earlier
(i.e. lingerers and gradual decliners), many failure causes are often identified (D’Aveni, 1989) and may be
detected before the onset of bankruptcy in the pre-bankruptcy years.
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Table 1. Causes of business failure as indicators of the onset of business decline
Causes of failure / time before failure

t-2

t-1

t

Single cause (internal or external)

No indication of failure

No indication of failure

Onset of business

Multiple causes (of any type)

No indication of failure

Definite indication of failure

failure
(bankruptcy)

Thus, as depicted in Table 1, when a (small or medium-sized) firm has become insolvent at time t due to a single
failure cause (e.g., an external shock or severe mistake by management), the firm’s bankruptcy is not likely to be
indicated by the financial information in the firm’s last annual report at t-1. In turn, when bankruptcy is found to
be the result of multiple causes (regardless of their type), the causes tend to accumulate over a longer time period;
therefore, the decline starts earlier and can be more easily identified in the firms’ financial reports prior to the
year of the actual onset of bankruptcy. This leads us to the following hypotheses regarding the relationship
between the number of failure causes and bankruptcy scores serving as indicators of actual firm failure:
Hypothesis 1a: Bankruptcy score values for firms failing due to a single cause are significantly different from the
values of those firms failing from multiple causes at the end of pre-bankruptcy year.
Hypothesis 1b: When business failure is the result of a single cause, the bankruptcy scorevalues at the end of
pre-bankruptcy year do not indicate an impending failure.
Hypothesis 1c: When business failure is the result of multiple causes, the bankruptcy score values at the end of
pre-bankruptcy year indicate an impending failure.
Another important gap in the literature is that it does not provide an assessment of the impact that different types
of causes of business failure might have on firm decline. Various taxonomies have been applied to classify the
causes of business failures, and with a few exceptions, many of these other taxonomies (e.g. Hall, 1992; Gaskill,
Manning, & van Auken, 1993; Blazy & Chopard, 2010) appear to represent the type of data just as it was
collected. At least theoretically (Boyle & Desai, 1991; van Witteloostuijn, 1998; Mellahi & Wilkinson, 2004),
the taxonomy describing internal and external causes of failure seems to be dominant in the literature. Drawing
on the aforementioned studies, we define internal causes of failure as those that are within management’s control
such as marketing, production, financial, human resources, etc. decisions/actions that are made by the firm’s
management; these can either be operational (short term) or strategic (long term) in nature. Moreover, as van
Witteloostuijn (1998) observed internal causes may be either overly active or overly passive responses on the
part of managers. We do not distinguish between active/passive managerial responses in this study.
External causes of failure are those that stem from outside of the firm and are not in management’s control (see
Boyle & Desai, 1991), but they may require a response from management due to changes: in the broader
environment of the firm (e.g. economic downturns, or changes in demographics, technology or regulations),
from within the industry (e.g. competition, firm entry/exit) as well as uncontrollable changes affecting the firm –
e.g. illness or death of key personnel, a sudden catastrophe such as a fire or product liability suit. Again this
study will not attempt to distinguish between the different types of external causes.
Although we could not find any studies that have systematically evaluated the comparative impact of internal
versus external causes of business failures, a couple of studies have suggested that, based on management
responses, it appears that business failures were largely caused by internal factors (e.g. Hall, 1992; Gaskill et al.,
1993; Blazy & Chopard, 2012) as opposed to external ones. Similar impacts due to internal causes have been
found in some corporate turnaround studies, wherein, internal factors were found to be the primary cause of
performance declines (e.g. Bibeault, 1982). Still, there are also examples of opposite results, for instance
Baldwin et al. (1997) found internal and external causes to be almost equally represented. Thus, both types of
causes are likely to be important in different situations. In some turnaround studies it has been found, that
retrenchment response and performance are not impacted by turnaround cause, either internal or external (e.g.
Robbins & Pearce II, 1992). Thus, we deduce that firms witnessing multiple failure causes, decline in a similar
way regardless the types of causes. Given statement considers only cases with multiple failure causes, because
the first set of hypotheses already covers the comparison of failure cases caused by a single versus multiple
reasons. Otherwise, the results of the second set of hypotheses would be directly dependent of the share of cases
where failure emerged because of only one reason.
Thus, in the second set of hypotheses, we concentrate on comparing the effects of reasons from a single or
multiple environments on failure. We propose, that on an average, firms experiencing reasons from only one
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environment - multiple internal reasons (e.g., poor production management and lack of marketing skills) or
multiple external reasons (e.g., new entrants to the market and rise in production input prices) - experience
similar decline when compared with firms failing due to reasons from multiple types of environments (poor cost
controls and sudden decline in demand; increased competition and poor strategic planning). We propose that in
both groups outlined, firms are gradual decliners, and thus their bankruptcy scores at t-1 already point to
forthcoming problems. Summarizing the above given arguments, we propose the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 2a: Bankruptcy score values at the end of pre-bankruptcy year are not significantly different between
cases where bankruptcy occurred due to a single type of causes and cases where bankruptcy occurred due to
different types of causes.
Hypothesis 2b: When business failure is the result of a single type of causes (either internal or external), the
bankruptcy score values at the end of pre-bankruptcy year indicate an impending failure.
Hypothesis 2c: When business failure is the result of both types of causes (internal and external), the bankruptcy
score values at the end of pre-bankruptcy year indicate an impending failure.
3. Data & Methodology
3.1 Industry
Data for this study came from 70 Estonian manufacturing firms (SMEs) that failed between the years of 2002 to
2009 and was obtained from the Estonian Centre of Registers and Information Systems. In the case of business
failure, there are industry effects; firms in different sectors go through different failure processes (see Laitinen,
1991), namely they are affected by different causes of failure, and their financial health deteriorates differently.
As a result, this study examines firms in one sector, the Estonian manufacturing sector (NACE code C).
Manufacturing is the largest sector in Estonia in terms of the number of workers employed, and it is the second
largest in terms of sales/turnover. Moreover, the manufacturing sector was less affected by the recent economic
recession in Estonia (year 2009 having GDP drop of 15% and in 2010 a small increase compared with the
previous year) than the retail and construction sectors. Consequently, the causes of failure in the manufacturing
sector are less time specific. In addition, the majority of the most frequently used bankruptcy models are based
on data from manufacturing firms, thus, facilitating the use of appropriate measures of failure in this sector.
During the period 1999-2012, the number of bankruptcies in the Estonian manufacturing sector has varied from
52 (year 2012) to 157 (year 2009), the average for the period being 82 bankruptcies per year. It should be noted,
however, that there were twice as many insolvencies in this sector during the peak recession years of 2009 and
2010 (157 and 134 bankruptcies respectively). Furthermore, manufacturing firms can often face a larger variety
of failure causes due to their more sophisticated operational processes as compared with commercial and service
firms. Thus, the failure taxonomy used is based on a wider set of specific reasons than those derived from other
sectors.
3.2 The Causes of Failure
The causes of failure are obtained from court judgments because the Estonian Bankruptcy Act obliges the trustee
to identify them in their reports to the court. The list of court judgments was obtained from the Estonian Ministry
of Justice’s Data System of Courts (judgments since year 2006) and Database of Court Statistics and Decisions
(judgments up to year 2005). The court judgment includes information about the firm’s register code that allows
one to connect the cause of failure with the firm’s financial reports. Each court judgment includes a summary of
failure reasons in the form of a list as well as a longer description of the failure process. The use of trustee
opinion has been a common option in previous studies (e.g. Hall, 1992; Baldwin et al., 1997), mainly because
parties from within the firm can have a narrow, faulty or contradictory perceptions when identifying the reasons
for their firms’ failure (Beaver, 2003). Using trustees to identify the causes for failure is preferred for two
reasons. First, they are independent assessors with no stake in the failed firms. Secondly, they are expected to
have sufficient skills to assess the causes of failure, as they have to pass an exam in Estonia, which also focuses
on accounting and business planning knowledge. Additional reliability of the trustees’ opinions has not been
independently verified as they are obliged to present correct information to the court. Moreover, as trustees have
sometimes worked several years with a specific bankruptcy case, it is highly likely that they possess sufficient
knowledge about the actual causes of collapse. Still, it should be acknowledged that different trustees can have
different approaches for classifying the causes of business failure, which could have some effect on the results,
especially when a highly detailed taxonomy of failure causes is used.
Thus, in order for the causes of failure to be comparable, relatively universal taxonomies should be applied. As
indicated earlier, we have selected the internal/external taxonomy for use in this study because it has been widely
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accepted in the literature (e.g. Boyle & Desai, 1991; Baldwin et al., 1997), and has some face validity.
Furthermore, its use facilitates comparisons of the results of this study with prior research. Given that prior
studies have classified specific reasons under the external and internal categories, we have used these as
guidelines to help classify the reasons recorded by the trustees for our sample firms. The list of different reasons
extracted from the judgments is provided in Appendix A. There are 70 cases in our analysis that provided a total
of 142 reasons for failure (among them 61 unique reasons); therefore, the mean and median number of reasons
per judgment is two.
To operationalize the taxonomy, the dataset was partitioned into two groups. Group 1 referred to the number of
failure causes: a) judgments that describe only one failure reason was labelled Group 1.1, b) judgments that have
more than one cause of failure was labelled Group 1.2. Group 2 represents the different types of causes of
business failure, external or internal: a) failures resulting from a single type of cause for failure (either internal or
external) was labelled Group 2.1, b) failures caused by both internal and external factors were labelled Group 2.2.
As noted earlier, for Group 2 only those cases are applied where failure is caused by multiple reasons, thus
reducing the dataset to 54 cases.
3.3 Financial Data and Bankruptcy Scores
The financial data of our sample firms were obtained from the Estonian Centre of Registers and Information
Systems, which collects annual reports from firms. For all firms in the analysis, bankruptcy scores were
calculated for the first (i.e. t-1) and second pre-bankruptcy years (i.e. t-2). It should be clarified, that the
application of logit bankruptcy models results in conditional probability, but in current study we shortly refer to
it as “score”. Then, the change in score value was calculated as (Scoret-1 – Scoret-2), where Scoret-1 refers to
bankruptcy score value in the year previous to the bankruptcy year and Scoret-2 two years previous to the
bankruptcy year respectively. The change in the score is not calculated as a percentage, as the values are already
in the range [0,1]. The change between only the two latest pre-bankruptcy years is calculated, because the
literature indicates that the majority of the drop in financial performance occurs during that period (e.g. D’Aveni,
1989; Laitinen, 1991; Laitinen, 1993). Still, we also calculated the bankruptcy scores for period t-3, but as the
median t-3 score was not significantly different from that of period t-2 (which also reflected a healthy firm using
the Ohlson score – see Table 2 and Table 3), one may conclude that the majority of firm failure occurs between
t-1 and t-2. Also, relevant studies (e.g. D’Aveni, 1989; Laitinen, 1991) have applied t-1 as the last period in their
analyses, as it is the last period from which financial reporting is available. As the use of bankruptcy scores
requires the presence of three years data, the dataset of bankrupt manufacturing firms was constrained to those
firms providing three annual reports in the database. It must also be noted, that the majority of firms in the
analysis went bankrupt during the last quarter, thus, the time between the declaration of insolvency and the last
financial information is quite homogenous in our dataset.
Two types of bankruptcy models are employed here to determine business failure. The first is Ohlson’s (1980)
bankruptcy model (see Appendix B), which is the classic tool for studying firm failure or survival. In this study a
decrease in the firms’ financial health is measured using the change in the Ohlson (1980) bankruptcy score. The
score is calculated by fitting the value O calculated based on given variables and coefficients to following
equation: 1/(1+e-O). Ohlson (1980) was the first one to apply logistic regression analysis in bankruptcy prediction.
His study included three models, from which one predicted bankruptcy within one year, the other within two
years, and the third within one or two years prior to failure. Ohlson’s third model is applied, which is designed to
account for data from both the first and second pre-bankruptcy years. Moreover, the coefficients in Ohlson’s
third model follow the theoretical expectations regarding variable performance in a situation of forthcoming
insolvency.
In order to prove the validity of the results using the Ohlson (1980) model, the analysis should also be conducted
with an additional bankruptcy model. For that purpose, an Estonian-specific model developed by Grünberg and
Lukason (2014) and based on manufacturing firms was selected as the second bankruptcy measure to assess
business failure (see Appendix C; later referred to as Grünberg’s model). The score of Grünberg’s model is
calculated identically to Ohslon’s score, namely by fitting the value G calculated based on given variables and
coefficients to following equation: 1/(1+e-G). To summarize the choice of bankruptcy models, the Ohlson (1980)
model was chosen mostly because of its citation in previous studies, while the Grünberg’s model was selected
because of its relevance to the local context.
3.4 Application of Statistical Test
The tests of the hypotheses 1a and 2a were conducted with a non-parametric Independent Samples Median Test
(ISMT). A non-parametric test was used because the datasets are small and the normality assumption in the data
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is violated. The ISMT tests if the median of one sample differs from that of other comparative samples. Also, due
to the small size of the dataset we compare ISMT p-values to a 0.05 level when validating the hypotheses. The
results for all other hypotheses (1b, 1c, 2b, 2c) are obtained by using median bankruptcy score values,
specifically whether they are over or under the cut-off point of 0.5. Firm’s having values below 0.5 are more
likely to survive and vice versa.
4. Results
The tests of the hypotheses were conducted in two stages. The first stage examines hypothesis 1a to 1c by
applying both bankruptcy models, followed by the second stage of analysis testing hypotheses 2a to 2c by also
applying both bankruptcy models. The results of all the hypotheses are summarized in Table 4.
Table 2 provides support for all hypotheses from 1a to 1c usingboth, Ohlson’s and Grünberg’s bankruptcy
models. Hypothesis 1a posited that the pre-bankruptcy score values (t-1) for firms failing due to a single cause
would be significantly different from the score values for firms failing due to many causes. Using Ohlson’s score,
it can be seen in Table 2 Panel 1, that median pre-bankruptcy score for Group 1.1 firms experiencing one failure
cause indicates a very healthy firm at period t-1 while the pre-bankruptcy score for Group 1.2 firms facing
multiple causes of failure is remarkably larger, thus indicating a very unhealthy firm. The bankruptcy score
medians for Groups 1.1 and 1.2 are significantly different at 0.05 p-level. Hypothesis 1a is even more strongly
supported in case of Grünberg’s model, namely the ISMT p-value is 0.001. The results obtained with Ohlson’s
model also support hypotheses 1b and 1c. In case of Group 1.1 firms, the median t-1 score reflects a very healthy
firm – median score value 0.05. Also, the median of score change between periods t-1 and t-2 is minimal, thus it
does not appear to indicate impending failure. On the contrary, for a median firm in Group 1.2 most of the failure
occurs between t-1 and t-2, thus indicating a very unhealthy firm at t-1 (median score value 0.84). Grünberg’s
model also confirms hypotheses 1b and 1c. Still, despite the ISMT shows that t-1 median scores for the two
groups differ markedly more than in case of Ohlson’s model, the median value for period t-1 is very near to the
cut-off point of 0.5 for Group 1.1 (median score value 0.49), but for Group 1.2 (median score value 0.78) it is
quite similar to that obtained with Ohlson’s model (median score value 0.84).
Table 2. Median bankruptcy scores and its changes by number of failure causes
Panel 1. Ohlson bankruptcy score
Firm classification
by number of failure causes

N

Median change

Median scoret-1

Median scoret-2

Group 1.1 Single cause

16

0.01

0.05

0.02

Group 1.2 Multiple causes

54

0.14

0.84

0.11

Total

70

0.09

0.70

0.03

by number of failure causes

N

Median change

Median scoret-1

Median scoret-2

Group 1.1 Single cause

16

0.003

0.49

0.48

Group 1.2 Multiple causes

54

0.16

0.78

0.54

Total

70

0.11

0.68

0.52

ISMT p-value for change 0.023, for score t-1 0.023.

Panel 2. Grünberg bankruptcy score
Firm classification

ISMT p-value for change 0.004, for score t-1 0.001.

The second set of hypothesis (from 2a to 2c) focused on a taxonomy of the types of failure causes – internal,
external, or both. All proposed hypotheses find support using both bankruptcy models. Hypothesis 2a predicted
that the pre-bankruptcy scores of the firms failing due to one type of failure cause (Group 2.1) would not be
different from the scores of firms failing due to multiple causes (Group 2.2). Panels 1 and 2 in Table 3 reveal that
the medians in case of two compared groups are not significantly different for both models applied. The ISMT
indicates that, in case of Ohlson’s model the medians are more similar. Still, in case of Group 2.2 the median
scores are slightly larger in case of both models, thus, the reasons emerging from multiple environments could
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amplify the speed of decline a bit more. Hypotheses 2b and 2c proposed that the median scores at t-1 in case of
firms failing due to causes from only one environment or from multiple environments both point to a
bankrupting firm (i.e. the median score values are over 0.5). Hypotheses 2b and 2c find support in case of both
bankruptcy models. The bankruptcy scores for both groups (2.1 and 2.2) in case of both models point to a high
bankruptcy risk (median score values over 0.75), except for the score for Group 2.1 obtained with Ohlson’s
model (median score value 0.63), which is smaller than the other scores. It should be noted that the second set of
hypotheses was tested by using only those cases where there are multiple reasons present. If cases having a
single failure reason (i.e. Group 1.1 cases) were included in the analysis (thus increasing the number of Group
2.1 cases in analysis), not all of the hypotheses would be accepted using both bankruptcy models. These findings
appear to be logical, as the analysis of the first set of hypotheses vividly indicated that there are substantial
differences in the bankruptcy scores of firms failing either because of a single or multiple causes.
Table 3. Median bankruptcy scores and its changes by types (internal/external or both) of failure causes
Panel 1. Ohlson bankruptcy score
Firm classification by type of failure cause

N

Median change

Median scoret-1

Median scoret-2

Group 2.1 One type

20

0.03

0.63

0.07

Group 2.2 Both types

34

0.34

0.84

0.14

Total

54

0.14

0.84

0.11

Firm classification by type of failure cause

N

Median change

Median scoret-1

Median scoret-2

Group 2.1 One type

20

0.14

0.76

0.59

Group 2.2 Both types

34

0.17

0.79

0.51

Total

54

0.16

0.78

0.54

ISMT p-value for change 0.091, for score t-1 1.000.

Panel 2. Grünberg bankruptcy score

ISMT p-value for change 0.260, for score t-1 0.573.
Note. One type – either only (multiple) internal or external causes; both types – internal and external cause(s) simultaneously present.

Table 4. Summary of the testing of hypotheses based on two bankruptcy models.
Hypothesis

Result

ISMT p-value
Ohlson model

1a

Supported in case of
both models

0.023

1b

Ohlson’s
model
median score

Grünberg’s
median score

Supported in case of
both models

0.05

0.49

1c

Supported in case of
both models

0.84

0.78

2a

Supported in case of
both models

2b

Supported in case of
both models

0.63

0.76

2c

Supported in case of
both models

0.84

0.79

1.000

for

ISMT
p-value
Grünberg model

for

model

0.001

0.573

Note. p-value applied for ISMT 0.05; cut-off point for bankruptcy scores 0.5.

In order to check the robustness of results, we conducted the following tests. First, we tested whether the size of
the firms in our sample (n=70) is similar or different from the size of bankrupted manufacturing firms not
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included in the sample (n=538). This is important because firms differing in size may experience varying failure
processes (see e.g. Laitinen, 1991). We conducted an ISMT with firm turnover, total assets, and number of
workers for both periods, namely t-1 and t-2, but none of the six tests showed any significant differences
between the two observed groups of firms. Thus, firms not included in the current analysis do not differ with
respect to size. It should also be noted that previous studies (see e.g. Hambrick & D’Aveni, 1988; D’Aveni, 1989;
Laitinen, 1991; Laitinen, 1992) have used similar sized samples as that applied in this study (i.e., below one
hundred observations). In addition, we tested whether the values and changes of bankruptcy scores (both, Ohlson
and Grünberg scores for periods t-1 and t-2) were similar for the 70 firms in our sample and the firms not
included in analysis. An ISMT showed no significant differences, therefore, one can conclude that a median firm
not included inthe current analysis probably experienced a process similar to that in our sample.
5. Discussion
This paper examined the relationship between the firm’s financial decline, as indicated by bankruptcy score
values and their changes, and the number and types of causes of firm failure. Although the creation of
bankruptcy models has been very thoroughly studied in the past few decades, the relationship between
bankruptcy scores and the causes of failure has not received attention in the literature. Another challenge in this
study was determining the selection of bankruptcy prediction models suitable for use in a specific business
environment. The causes of business failure have also received little attention and, therefore, only a few
systematic studies can be found focusing on the topic. A few thorough empirical studies have sought to link the
causes of failure with the failure process reflected through financial indicators, but none of these studies have
specifically examined the connection between failure causes and changes in the firm’s financial health as
reflected by bankruptcy models. Thus, this study helps to establish the relationship between both the number and
types of failure causes and the changes in the firm’s financial health.
Empirical data on failure causes were extracted from Estonian county court judgments. In addition, bankruptcy
score values using two models, a most-cited logit model by Ohlson (1980) and a local logit model by Grünberg
and Lukason (2014) were calculated for two points of time (one year and two years prior to bankruptcy). In total,
70 cases were applicable for the current study. The results indicate that firms failing due to a single reason
(which is either internal or external to firm), show little change in their bankruptcy model score during the year
prior to the declaration of bankruptcy. Moreover, their financial health as reflected by the same score appears to
be very good. On the contrary, companies experiencing multiple causes have a significantly larger change in
their bankruptcy score during the pre-bankruptcy year, and the median score indicates a very high risk of
bankruptcy. These results provide very interesting insights in the light of available literature. Namely, the sudden
decliners described by D’Aveni (1989) and the acute failure firms in Laitinen’s (1991) study, which are
characteristic of a rapid decline just before failure, tend to be associated with a single cause of failure. Such a
cause commonly represents a severe environmental shock or mismanagement of the firm. On the contrary, for
firms witnessing several failure causes, the decline starts earlier and at the end of the pre-bankruptcy year, the
firm can be considered bankrupt or in very poor financial health. Thus, it appears that the gradual decliners noted
by D’Aveni (1989) and Laitinen’s (1991) revenue financing firms are associated with multiple failure causes.
The comparison of the impact of the types of failure causes – from only one environment (either internal or
external) or from both environments – on the bankruptcy score and its change over time also yielded interesting
results. Namely, the bankruptcy scores of firms witnessing either multiple reasons from a single or different
environment are not significantly different in the pre-bankruptcy year. Also, for both given groups of firms both
bankruptcy models indicate a firm in poor financial health. These findings are also interesting in the light of
available literature. Namely, firms with multiple internal deficiencies (for instance, too high fixed costs and
insufficient quality of products) decline in the same manner as those experiencing deficiencies from both types
of failure causes (for instance poor financial planning and growth in competition). This finding enriches the
resource-based view context of firm failure (see e.g. Thornhill & Amit, 2003), namely that firms operating in a
changing environment can fail similarly to those in an unchanging environment.
This study integrates some of the available literature by demonstrating that suddenly failing firms as described
by both D’Aveni (1989) and Laitinen (1991) are characterized by a failure cause from a single environment
either internal or external to the firm (e.g. Boyle & Desai, 1991); whereas, for gradually declining firms
described in the aforementioned studies, failure stems from both internal and external causes. Thus, a major
contribution of this study is that some possible reasons for a gradual or rapid process of decline have been
identified. That is the number of causes of failure is important. At this point we can only say that the types of
causes of failure may also be important, but their effects on the process are not as strong. This study represents a
particularly good test of these relationships for two reasons. First, the use of manufacturing firms is a good
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sample to examine the types of failure causes because these firms have more complex processes than say service
or the retailing sector firms, permitting greater variability in failure causes. In addition, the manufacturing sector
was less affected by the economic downturn that occurred during the data collection period. Thus, the causes of
failure for these firms are not necessarily associated with the economic effects of the period of observation.
The study has several limitations that could be relaxed in future research. First, the analysis would benefit from a
larger sample. Second, monthly financial data and the exact time period when the causes of failure emerge would
shed more light on the failure process. Third, the availability of firm level data from trustees would also enable
researchers to account for the specific impact of each failure cause. Finally, a more detailed taxonomy of failure
causes needs to be developed to better determine the effects of different types of failure causes on the process of
business decline.
There are several stakeholders who can benefit from the results of this study. First, creditors applying bankruptcy
models can adjust their managerial decisions based on bankruptcy models if they become aware of the number
and type of causes (internal or external) that might be associated with a drop in bankruptcy score value.
Furthermore, creditors and other stakeholders can assume that a certain proportion of failure cases are not
predictable through financial indicators, and therefore, they would benefit from using other measures to forecast
a firm’s forthcoming failure. Policy makers can make use of the knowledge that small manufacturing firm failure
is overwhelmingly caused by multiple failure reasons which in turn mostly emerges from factors both internal
and external to the firm. Thus, poor managerial skills or unfavorable environmental developments alone
normally may not lead to the rapid collapse of the firm.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Different bankruptcy reasons brought out by trustees in the court judgments used in current study
Internal (33 different)
Incompetence of management, management faults, irrational business decisions, not correct management action,
management fraud, production of insufficient quality good, too high fixed costs, poor business plan, lack of cash for
operations, poor financial planning, no control over costs, poor knowledge of market, high costs, funding investment with
short-term loans, incapability to find additional financing, too high self-price, disagreements in management board, too
low equity, failed investments, problems in arranging activities and book keeping, insufficient knowledge to act in crisis,
increase in costs when turnover increases, not knowing market, failed projects, deficiencies in price calculation,
economically irrational activities, too large debt burden, inability to collect debt, incapability to adjust to changed
economic conditions, dependence from a few customers, unprofessional workers, inefficient equipment, too exclusive
product

External (28 different)
Bad climate conditions, changes in foreign exchange rates, tax dispute, market recession, growth in competition, growth in
low price goods from Asia, low quality input material, growth in input material price, changes in laws, lack of skilled
workforce, death of manager, leaving of major clients, fire in production facility, theft of machinery, bankruptcy of major
customer, sales manager left with major clients, termination of supply due to supplier bankruptcy, new owners of partner
are not cooperative, bank quit factoring, unstable orders, bankruptcy of firm connected with member of board, payment
defaults of clients, ill health of manager, impossible to compromise with government agency, lack of interest in buyers,
economic crisis, general growth in workforce cost, lack of financiers at market

Appendix B. Variables and coefficients of Ohlson’s third logit bankruptcy model based on the data of US
manufacturing firms from year 1980
Variable

Coefficient

Constant

1.13

SIZE measured by log(total assets / GNP price-level)

-0.478

TLTA measured by total liabilities to total assets

5.29

WCTA measured by working capital to total assets

-0.990

CLCA measured by current liabilities to current assets

0.062

OENEG having value one if total liabilities exceed total assets and zero otherwise

-1.91

NITA measured by net income to total assets

-4.62

FUTL measured by funds provided by operations to total liabilities

-2.25

INTWO having value one if net income was negative for the last two years and zero otherwise

-0.521

CHIN measured by (NIt – NIt-1)/(|NIt|+|NIt-1|)

0.212

Note. p = 1 firm is bankrupt, p = 0 firm is not bankrupt. Source: Ohlson 1980.

Appendix C. Variables and coefficients of Grünberg’s logit bankruptcy model based on the data of Estonian
manufacturing firms
Variable

Coefficient

Constant

-0.920

Capital structure (equity / total assets)

-1.815

Asset structure (current assets / total assets)

0.869

Size (natural logarithm of operating revenue)

0.046

Note. p = 1 firm is bankrupt, p = 0 firm is not bankrupt. Source: Grünberg and Lukason 2014.
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